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the flow of experience itself and without invoking anyihit1g 
transcende111a/; 

5. The attributes "subject" and "object," "represented" and "rep
res~nrative,', "thing~, and "thought' Jt tn~an1 then, a practical 
dislinction of the utmost importance, but a distinctt"tm which is 
of a FUNCTIONAL order only, and not at all omological as 
rmderstood by classical dualism; 

6. Finally, things and thought are not {tmdamentally heteroge
neous; they are made of one and the same stuff, which as such 
cannot be defined but only experienced; and which, if one 
wishes, one can call the stuff of experience itt general. 

Translated by Salvatore Saladino 

A WORLD OF PT.JRE EXPERIENCE* •• 

It is difficult not to notice a curious unrest in the philosophic atmos
phere of the time, a loosening of old landmarks, a softening of opposi
tions, a mutual borrowing from one another on the part of systems 
anciently closed, and an interest in new suggestions, however vague, 
as if the one tiling sure were the inadequacy of tile extam school
solutious. The dissatisfaction with these seems due for the most pan 
to a feeling that they are too abstract and academic. Life is confused 
and superabundant, and what the younger generation appears to crave 
is more of the temperament of life in its philosophy, even though it 
were at some cost of logical rigor and of formal purity. Transcenden
tal idealism is inclining to let the world wag incomprehensibly, in spite 
of its Absolute Subject and his unity of purpose . Berkeleyan idealism 
is abandoning the principle of parsimony and dabbling in panpsycbic 
speculations. Empiricism flirts with teleology; and, strangest of all, 
nall•ral realism, so long decently buried, raises its head above the turf, 
and finds glad hands outstretched from the most unlikely quarters to 

61 Quole$ added. rrr.] 
• From: E.R.E., 39-91. 
•• [Reprinted from the Journal of Plli/osophy, Psychclogy, and S<·ienti{ic 
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~clp it ,to its feet again. We are aU biased b_Y ou r personal feelings, I 
know, .md r am personally d iscontented Wtth extant solutions· so T 
seem to rend the ~igns of a great unsettlement, as if rhe uphea~·al of 
more real concep110ns and more fruitful me1hods were imminent as i! 
a. true landscape might result, less clipped, straight-edged and 'artifi
c•al. 

I! philosophy be really on the. eve of any considerable rearrange
men~, the hme s?ould be propttJOUS for any one who has suggestions 
of h~~ 01~n to bnng !orward. For many years past my niind has been 
grol\l~g mto a cer~a•n type of Weltanscluwwrg. Rightly or wrongly, I 
have got to the pocnt where r can hardly sec thmgs m any other j)8t· 
tern .. l propos~, therefore, t? describe the pattern as clearly as I can 
consiStently wrth gr~at brev1ty, and to throw my description into the 
bubbling vat of ~ubhct~y where, jostled by rivals nnd torn by critics, it 
Wtll _evcnt.ually etth.er dtsappear from notice, or else, if better luck be
fall It, qmetly substde to the profundities, and serve as a possible fer
ment of new growths or a nucleus of new crystallization. 

I. RADICAL E!\IJPIRICISM 

! ~ive _the name of 'radical empiricism' to mr Weltan.rchawmg. Empir
ICISm IS known as the oppostte of rallonahsm. Rationalism tends to 
emphasize universals and to make wholes prior to parts in the order of 

. log1c as well as that of being. Empiricism, on the contrary, lays the 
; explanatory stress upon the part, the elemen t, the individual, and 

treats the whole as a collection and the univ~rsal ns an abstraction. 
: My description of thing~, accordingly, stans with the parts and makes 
, of .the '~hole a b:mg 01 the second order. It is essentially a mosaic 

plulosophy, a phtlosophy of plural facts, like that of Hurne and his 
' descendan ts, who refer these facts neither to Substances in which thev 

inhere nor to an Abso~ute Mind that creates them as its objects. But lt 
d1ffers from the Hunll8n type of empiricism in one particular which 
makes me add the epithet radical. 
. To be radical, an empiricism must neither admit into its construc

uons any clement that is not directly experienced, nor exclude from 
them an~ element that is directly experienced. For such a philosophy, 
the rt;lauous that connect ~xper~ences must themselves bt! experienced 

. relauons, anti any kmd OJ relatiOn experienced must be accoumed as 
'real' 11s anythitt·g· else in the sysren~. Elements may indeed be redis

t lflbuted, the ongmal placmg of thmgs getting corrected, but a real 
I place .must be found for everv kind of thing experienced whether term 
I or relation, in the final philosophic arrangement. ' 

Now, ordinary empiricism, in spilt of the fact that conjunctive 
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and disjunctive relations present themselves as being fully CO·O(din~te 
parts of experience, h~s always sho~vn. a tendency to do .away ~tth 
the connections of thtn•s and to tOSISt most on the diS)ttnchons. 
Berkelev's nominalism, tiu'me's statement that whatever thinS$ we dis· 
tinguish are as 'loose and separate' as if they had 'no manner ?f 
connection,' James Mill's denial that similars have anything ' really' 111 
common, the resolution of the causal tic into l1abitual sequence, Jo~n 
Mill's accou nt of both physical things and sclve~ as. composed of di~· 
continuous possibilities, and the general pulvenz;~tJon of all Expen· 
ence bv association and the mind-dust theory, are examples of what .I 
menn.O'B 

The natural result of such a world-picture has been the efforts of 
rationalism to correct its incoherencies by the addition of trll?sexpe
riential agentR of unification, substances, intellectual categones and 
powers, or Selves; whereas, if empiricism h<ld onlr been rad1cal and 
taken everything that comes without d isfavor, conJunction as well as 
separation, each at its face value, the results would have caUed. for no 
such artificial correction. Radical empiricism, as I understan~ 11, does 
full justice to conjunctive relations, without, ~owcver •. treatmg them 
as rationalism always tends to treat them, as bemg true tn some.super· 
nal way, as if the unity of things and their variety belonged to dtffercnt 
orders of truth and vitality altogether. 

11. CONJUNCTIVE RELATIONS 

Relations arc of different de•rees of intimacy. Merely to be 'with' one 
another in a universe of di;coursc is the most external relation thnt 
terms can have, and seems to involve nothing whatever as to farther 
consequences. Simultaneity and time-inten•~l ~on:e next, ~nd then 
space-adjacency and distance. After them, S1m1lanty .and d1ffe~n_ee. 
carrying the possibility of many inferences. Then relatiOns of act1v1ty, 
tying terms into series involving change, ten~cncy, res~stance, and the 
causal o rder generally. Finally, the relauon. expenenc7d between 
terms that form states of mind, a."d are immedmtcly consc1ous of con· 
tinuing each o ther. The organization of t~e Self .as a syste~ ?f memo· 
rles, purposes, strivings, fulfilm_ents or dtsappOlntm:nts, JS tn.cJde~tal 
to this most intimate of all relahons, the terms of wh1ch seen1 III many. 

d JI h th • be'ng ~7 cases actually to com penetrate an su use cac o er s t · 

~o [Cf. Berkelc't': Principlts ofl:luman Kllowledge1 Intro-duction: }~urn~: An 
Enquir\' concernii~g H11mtm Undersuuull11g, sect. vu, p:n·t n (Setby·Bl~_~e-s edi
tion p: 74): lttmes Mill: 1hwlys£s of the l'IJenom~nn of the Hrmum Ja,.1tnd, c-h. 
vrn;' J. s. Mill: An ExamlnatiOil oj Sir Willlom Hamilton's Philosophy, ch. XJ, 

xu: W. K. Clifford: Ltcwrts and E"a,s, pp. 274 fl.! 
., (See "The Experience of Activity," below, pp. 217-291.) 
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Philosophy has always turned on grammatical particles. With, 
near, next, like, from, tOIHrds, against, because, for, through, my
these words designate types of conjunctive relation arranged in a 
roughly ascending order of intimacy and inclusiveness. A priori, we 
can imagine a universe of withness but no nextness; or one of nextness 
but no likeness, or of likeness with no activity, or of activity with no 
purpose, or of purpose with no ego. These would be universes, each 
with its own grade of unity. The universe of human experience is, by 
one or another of its parts, of each and all these grades. Whether or 
not it possibly enjoys some still more absolute grade oi union does not 
appear upon the surface. . 

Taken as· it does appear, our universe is to a large extent chaotic. 
No one single type of connection runs through aU the experiences that 
compose it. If we take space-relations, they fail to connect minds into 
any regular system. Causes and purposes obtain only among special 
series of facts. The self-relation seems extremely limited and does not 
link two different selves together. Prima facie. if you should liken the 
universe of absolute idealism to a'n aquarium, a crystal globe in which 
goldfish are swimming, you would have to compare th~ empiricist uni
verse to something more like one of those dried human heads with 
which the Dyalcs of Borneo deck their lodges. The skull forms a solid 
nucleus; but innumerable feathers, leaves, strings, beads, and loose 
appendices of every description float and dangle from it, and, save 
that they terminate in it, seem to have nothing to do with one another. 
Even so my experiences and yours float and dangle, terminating, it is 
true, in a nucleus of common perception, but for the most part out o r 
sight and irrelevant and unimaginable to one another. This imperfect 
intimacy, this bare relation o( witlmess between some parts of the sum 
tOt<\! of experience and Other parts, is the fact that ordinary empiri
cism over-emphasizes against rationalism, the latter always tending to 
ignore it unduly. Radical empiricism, on the contrat'V, is fair to both 
the unity and the disconnection. It finds no reason f~r treating either 
as illusory. It allots to . each its definite sphere of description, and 
agrees that there appcat to be actual forces at work which tend, as 
time goes on, to make the unity greater. 

Toe conjunctive relation that has g iven most trouble to philosophy 
is tftr: co·couscious transition, so to call it, by which one experience 
passes into another when both belong to the same self. About the facts 

· there is no question. My experiences and your experiences are 'with' 
each other in various external wnys, but mine pass into mine, and 
you rs pass into yours in a way in which yours and mine never pass 
~nto one another. Within each of our personal histories, subject, ob· 
Jcct, Interest and purpose are continuous or may be contimtous.•8 Per-

u The ps)'Chology books ha•e of Ia« des<:n'b<d the la<'ls bert willt appro xi· 
mate adequacy. I ma)' refer to the ebapttrs on 'The Stream of Thought' and on 
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sonal histories are processes of change i.n time, ~d the ~~~~nge !tself is 
one of the things immediately expenenced. Cha~~c 1n thts case 
means continuous as opposed to discontinuous trans•hon. :But conn~
uous transition is one sort of a conjunctive relation; and to be a r3.dl· 
cal empiricist means to hol~l fas~ to this co.njunctive relati.o~ of . all 
others, for this is the straleg•c pomt, the pos1110n through whtch, ~[ a 
hole be made, all the corruptions of dii•lectics .and all the me.taphysl.cal 
fictions pour into _our philosophy . . The holdmg fast ~o llus rela~10~ 
means taking it at tiS face value, netther less nor more, a.nd. to take tt 
at its face value means first of all to take tt JUSt as we fcel 1t, and not to 
confuse ourselves with abstract talk about it, involving wo.rds th~t 
drive us to invent secondary conceptions in order !o neutrah~ thetr 
suggestions and to make our actual experience agam ~em rationally 
possible. . 

What I do fo.cl simply when a later moment of my expenence 
succeeds an earlier one Is that though they are two mome~ts, the tran
sition from the one to the o ther is continuous. ~onhnlll~Y he~e ~~ a 
definite sort of experience; just as definite as ts the drscommwty· 
experience which I !ind it impossible to avoid when l seek to m.ake the 
transition [rom an experience of my own to one of yours. ~~~ th~s latter 
case 1 have to get on and off again, to pas~ frOJ?. a thmg h':'ed to 
another thing, only conceived, and the break IS posmvel~ expenenced 
and noted. Though the functions exerted by my e;.:penence and by 
yout'S may be the same (e.g., the same obj~cts k.nown and the same 
purposes followed), yet the s.amc~ess has 1n th1S cas~ t~ be ascer- : 
tai ned expressly ( and often wnh d1fficulty and uncertnmty) after the ; 
break has been felt; whereas in passing from one of my own moments · 
to another the sameness of object and interest is unbroken, and both 
the earlier and the later experience are of things directly li~ed. 

T here is no other 11atrtre, no other whatness ~han thts absen~e of 
break and this sense of continuity in that most intimate or all conJunc-· 

. rive relations, the passing of one experienc~ into anot~l7r wren the~ 
belong to the same self. And this wbatness IS ~~ en!pmcal conten~, 
just as the whatness of ~paration and disconunmty IS real content m 
the contrasted c3se. Practically to experience one's ~rsonal con
tinuum in this living way is to know the originals of the 1deas of co~tt: 
nuity and of sameness, to know what the words sta~d for concrete!~, 
to own all that the)' can ever mean. But all expenenccs have the.tr 
conditions; and over-s11btle intellects, thinking about !he . facts here, 
and askin~ how thev are possible, have ended by sllbSUtutmg a. lot ot. 
static objects of conception for the direct perceptual ex.pcnences. 

the Self in my o\\on Principl<S of PsyclwloK!• •• well as to S. H. Hodgson's 
Mttaphysic of Ex~ritr.e<, vol. '· ch. \11 aod vm. . 
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"Sameness," they have said, "must be a stark numerical identity; it 
ean'l run on from next to next . Continuity can't mean mere absence of 
gap; for i[ you say two things are in immediate contact, at the contact 
how can they be two? If, on the other hand, you put a relation of 
transition between them, that itself is a third thing, and needs to be 
rela ted or hitched to its terms. An infinite series is involved " and so 
on. The result is that from difficulty to difficulty, the plain c~njunctive 
~xpenence has been dtscreditcd by both schools, the empiricists leav
tng things perm~nently disjoined, and the rationalist remedying the 
looseness by thetr Absolutes or Substances, or whatever other ficti
tio~s ~g~ncics of union they may have employed." From all which 
arttficoality we can be saved by a couple of simple reftections: lit'S!, 
that conjunction: and separations. are, at all events, co-ordinate phe
nomena whtch, 1f we take experoences at their face value, must be 
accounted equally real; and second, that if we insist on treating things 
~s really sep~rat7 when they are given as continuously joined, invok
mg, when umon ts required, transcendental principles to overcome the 
separateness we have assumed, then we ought to stand ready to per
fo~m the converse act. We ought to invoke higher principles of dis

: umon, a~~o, to make our merely experienced disjunctions more truly 
real. Failm~ thus, we ought to let the originally given continuities 
stand on thetr own bottom. We have no ri~ht to be lopsided or to blow 
capriciously hot and cold. ~ 

Ill. THE COGNITI VE RELATION 

The first great pitfall from which such a radical standing by expcri· 
ence will save us is an artifi.ciul conception o( the relations between 
kiiO>~er rm~ known. Throughout the history of philosophy the subject 
and Its object have been treated as absolutely discontin11ous entities; 
and ~he~cupon the presence of the latter to the fOJmer, or the 'appre
bensron by the (ormer of the latter, has assumed a paradox.ical char
acter which all sorts of theories bad to be invented to overcome. Rep
~esentative theories put a mental ' representation,' 'image,' or 'content' 
tnto the gap, as a son of intermediary. Common-sense !henries left the 
gap untouched, declaring ou r mi nd able to clear it by a self-tra nscend· 
in& leap. Transcendentalist theories left it impossible to traverse by 
flnote knowers, ~nd. brought an Absolute in to perform the saltatory 
uct .. All !he whtl~, m the very bosom of the finite experience, every 
conJunchon reqmred to make the relation intelligible is given in full. 
Either the knower and the known arc : 

( I) the se.lf-same piece of experience taken. twice over in d iffer
ent contexts; or they are 
~ (S<e ~The Thing and its Relations," bc:low, pp. 214-226.1 
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{2) two pieces of acwal experience belonging to the same sub
ject, with definite tracts of conjunctive transitional experience between 
them; or . 

( 3) the known is a possible experience; ~it her of that su~JCCt or 
another, to which the said conjunctive trans1Uons would lead, 1f suffi-
ciently prolonged. . 

To discuss all the ways in which one experience may funehon ~s 
the knower of another, \vould be incompatible with the limits of thiS 
essay.•• 1 have j_us~ treated of type I: the _kind of ~nowlc~ge c~lled 
perception.GI Tlu.s IS the type of ~asc 1n wh1ch the mmd en}oy~ d1rect 
'acquaintance' wtth a present ObJect. In the o ther types the mmd ~as 
'knowledge-about' an object not immediately there. Of type 2 , the Sim
plest sort of conceptual knowledge, I have give11 some accou~t 10 two 
{earlier] articles.o• Type 3 can always formally and hypothcllcally be 
reduced to type 2, so that a brief description or that type :-"Ill put the 
present reader sufficiently at my point of v~e_w, and r:nal:e h1m see what 
the actual meanings o f the myster1ous eogmtJve relat10n ma~ be. 

Suppose me to be sitting here in my library at _Ca~bndge, at ten 
minutes' walk from 'Memorial H all,' and to be thml:mg truly _of the 
latter object. My mind rna}' have before it ?nl>: the name, or tt may 
have a clear image, or it may have a very d1m 1'?agc of t~e. hall, b~t 
such intrinsic differences in the ima•e make no d•fference 10 1ts cogru
tivc function. Certain extrinsic phenomena, special exper~ences of 
conjunction, are what impart to the image, be it what it m<~y, tiS know-
ing office. . 

For instance, if you ask me what hall I mean by my Image, and I 
can tell you nothing; or if I fail to point or lead y~u towards the 
Harvard Della; or if, being led by you, I am uncertmn whether the 

eo For brevity's sake I altogether omit mention o[ the 1ype constituted by 
knowledge o[ the truth of general proposit.ions. \his type ~1as bec.n lhoroug~ly 
and, so far :li 1 can see, satisfactorily, eluc.adated ,n Dewey s $1lid1~s ';a Lo¥rca! 
Th~ory. Such prOp()Sitions are reducible to the s~;s-P forJ'nj and the tcrnun~s 
that verifies and fulfils is tbe SP in combination. Of course percepts may ~· '!'" 
voh·ed in the mediating e:tperiences, or in the 'satisfactoriness' of the P 1D 1ts 

new p0$ition. 
"IS.e above, pp. 172- 174.) . 
••t~On the Fuo<tion of Co8nition," Mind, vol. x. 1885, and ·~e Koo•nng 

of Things Together," Psychological Rt>·ie~·. vol. 11, 189S. (Those arllcles ate n:
prinled in full, above, pp. 13&-152, and 152-168.-J. f. McO.) These ar~c\es 
and thtir de<::trine, unnoticed apparently by any o~c else: ~a"·c: lately gamed 
favorable comment from Professor Strong. ("A N aturahst1e Thtory of the 
Reference of Thought to Reality," Joumal of Pllilosoplcy, Psycl•ology, and 
Scientific Methods, vol. 1, 1904.) Dr. Dicki~Uon S. Miller Ms .. independe~lly 
thought Ollt the snmc results {'"The Menning of Truth and Error, Pllil<>s<>ph•col 
Re\•iew. vol. u, 1893; "The Confusion o[ Function and Contc:nl i~ Mental Anal~ 
ysis," rsyclco/t>gica/ Review, vol. u, 1895), which Strong nccordmgly dubs the 
James-Miller theory of cognition. 
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Hall I see be what I bad in mind or not; you would rightly deny that I 
h~d 'meant' that particular ball at all, even though my mental image 
m•ght _to some degree have resembled it. The resemblance would 
c~unt 1n that case as coincidental merely, for all sorts of things o ( a 
kmd resemble one another in this world without being held for that 
reason to take cognizance o( one another. 

. On the other band, if I can lead you to the hall, and tell you of its 
?•story an~ present uses; if in its presence I feel my idea, however 
Imperfect It may have been, to have led hither and to bt now termi
nated; if the associates of the image and. of the felt hall run parallel, so 
that each ~erm of the one context corresponds serially, as I walk, with 
an answermg term of the others; why then my soul was prophetic, and 
my Idea rnust be, and by common consent would be, called cognizant 
of reality. Thal percept was what I mearrt, for into it my idea has 
passed by conjunctive experiences o f sameness and fulfilled intention 
Nowhere is there jar, but every later moment continues and corrobo: 
rates an earlier one. · 

In this continuing and corroborating, taken in no transcendental 
sense, but denoting definitely fell transitions, lies all that the knawing · 
of a ~~rcept by an idea can possibly contain or signify. Wherever such 
trans•bons are felt, the first experience knaws the last one. Where they 
do not, or where even as p<?SSibles they can not, intervene, there can 
be no pretence of knowing. In this latter case the extremes will be 
connected, if connected at all, . by inferior relations-bare likeness or 
succession, or. by. 'V:ithness'. alone. Knowledge of sensible realities 
thus co'?es to life mstde the tiSSue of expedence. It is made; and made 
by relatJOIIS that unroll themselves in time. Whenever cectain intermc
diaric~ are gi~en, such that, as they develop towards their "terminus, 
there IS expencnc.e from point to. point o( one direction followed, and 
finally of one process fulfilled, the result is that their starting-poilll 
thereby beco~es a knower and their terminus an object meant or 
known. That IS all that knowing (in the simple case considered) can 
be known .. as, that is t~e whole of its nature, put into experiential 
terms. Whenever such IS the sequence of our experiences we may 
freely say that we had the terminal object 'in mind' (rom the outset, 
~ven alt~ough at .the ou_tset nothing was there in us but a fiat piece of 
~ubstantJve expenence ltkc any other, with no self-transcende ncy about 
11, .and no mystery save the mystery of coming into existence and of 
b~mg gr~dual!Y followe~ . by other pieces o f substantive experience, 
::':tth conJunct ively trans•tJonal experiences between. That is what we 
J!lean her~ b~ the_ object's being 'in mind.' Of any deeper more real 
~'::ay of b~mg '". mmd we have no positive conception, :md we have 110 
.",ght to d1scred1t our actual experience talking of such a way at all. 
; I know that many a reader will rebel at this. "Mere intermedi-
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aries," he will say, "even though they be feelings of continuously 
growing fulfilment only separate lhe knower from 1hc known, 
whereas what we have in knowledge is a kind of immedi.nte touch of 
the o ne by the other, an 'apprehension', in t~c etymolog1cal s~nse of 
the word, a leaping of the chasm as by hghtmng, an act ~y wh1ch two 
terms are smitten into one, ove r the head of the~r d1stmctness. ~11 
these dead intermediaries of yo\lfS are out of each other, nnd o uiS1de 
of their termini still." 

But do not such dialectic difficulties remind us of the dog drop
ping his bone and snapping at its image in the water? If we knew any 
more real kind of union aliunde, we might be ent1tled to brand all our 
empirical unions as a sham. But unio.ns b~ continuous transit.ion arc 
the o nly o nes w_e kno~ of, wheth~r m th1s matter .of a knowt:dge
about that termmates m an ncquamtance, whether m personal Iden
tity ln logical predication through the copula 'is,' or elsewhere. H 
anywhere there were more a.bsolute union~ realized, they could only 
reveal themselves to us by JUSt such conJunctive results. T hcs: are 
what tlie unions are worth, these are all that we can ever [JTGCIIcal!Y 
mean by union, by continuity. 1s it not time to repeat what Lotze s;lld 
of substances, that to act like one is to be one? &s Should w,e not s~y 
here that to be experienced as continuous is to be really cont1.nuous, m 
a world where experience and reality come to the s.ame th1n~? In a 
picture gallery a painted hook will serve to bang a pa1nted cham by, a 
painted cable will hold a painted ship. In a wo~ld where .both. the 
terms and their distinctions are affairs of expenence, conJuncttons 
that are experienced must be a t least as real as anything else. They 
will be 'absolutely' real conjunctions, if we have no transphenomenal 
Absolute ready, to derealizc the whole expe([enced world by, at a 
stroke. If, on tbe other hand, we had such an Absolute, :not one of our 
opponents' theories of knowledge could remain stand111& any. better 
than ours could; for the distinctions as well as the con)~nct1ons of 
experience would impartially fall its prey. The whole question of ~ow 
'one' thing can !::now 'another' would cease to be a real one at all m a 
world where otherness itself was an illusion.•• 

So much for the essentials of the cognitive rebtion, where the 
knowledge is conceptual in type, or forms know.ledg~ 'about' an ob
ject. It consists in intermediary experiences (posstblc, tf not actual) of 
continuously developing progress, and, finally, of fulfilment, when the 

~3 (CI. H. Lotze: Metaphysik, H 37-39, 97, 98, 243.( 
Gl Mr. Bradley, n<>t professing to know his absol~le aliond•: ncvcnhe\ess de· 

reali~s Experience by alleging it to be everywhere mf~c~ed wuh setf.contra~IC· 
tion. His arguments seem almost purely verbal~ but th1s ~s no p1~ee for argum~ 
that point out. (C{. F. H. Bradley; A pptaranct and ReaUty, potsrm; and bclo", 
pp. 22()..226.1 
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sensible percept, which is the object, is reached. T he percept here not 
only verr{ies the concept, proves ils function of knowing that percept 
to be true, but the percept's existence as the terminus of the chain of 
intermediaries creates the func tion. Whatever terminates that chain 
w?s• because it now proves itself to be, what the concept 'had in 
mmd.' 
. !he towering importanc~ for human life. of this kind of knowing 

hes 10 the fact that an expcc1ence that knows another can figure as its 
repr~sentarive, ~ot in a~y quasi-miraculous 'epistemological' sense, 
but 10 the defimte practical sense of beiol!: its s11bstilllte in various 
op~rntions •. sometimes physical and sometimes · mental, which lead us 
to Its assoc.ates and results. By experimenting on our ide<ts of reality, 
~e may sa~e OUISelves the trouble of experimenting on the real expe
nences wh~ch th~y severa!~y mean. The ideas form related systems, 
correspondmg pomt for po1nt to the systems which the realities form; 
and by letting an ideal term cnll up its associates systematicnlly, we 
may be led to a terminus which the corresponding real term would 
have led to in case we had operated on the real world. And this brings 
us to the general question of substitution. 

I 

IV. SUBSTITUTION 

ln Taint's briUiant book on 'Intelli eence,' substitution was for the first 
tire named as a car~i_nal logi~al function, though of cou.rse the facts 
had always been famtltar enough. What, exactly, in a system of expe
ri*nces, does the 'substitution' of one of them for another mean? 
I Acco~ding to my view, .experience as a whole is a process hi time, 

whereby mnumerable parllculnr terms lapse and are superseded by 
~thcrs that. foll~w ?pon them by transitions which, whether disjunc
h~e or conJunctive 1n content, are themselves experiences, and must in 
ge-neral be accounted at least as real as the terms which they relate. 
What the nature of the event called 'superseding' signifies, depends 
a!logethcr ~n the. kind of transition that obtains. Some experiences 
Sl~ply abohsh thetr predecesso.rs without continuing them in any v."ay. 
01~ers nrc felt to increase or to enlarge their meaning, to carry out 
tht.1r purpose, or to bring us nearer to their goal. They 'represent' 
th 111, and may fulfil their function better than they fulfilled it thcm
seles. But to 'fulfil a function' in a world of pure experience can be 
c~ot.ccivcd and.defined in only one possible way. In such a world tran
Slllons and arnvals (or terminations) are the only events that happen, 
th ugh th~y happen by so many sorts of path. The only function that 
o expenence can perform is to lead into another experience; and the 
o Y fulfilment we can speak of is the reaching of a certain experi-
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enced end. When one experience leads to (or can icad to) the same 
end as another, they agree in function. But the whole system of expe· 
riences as they a re immediately given presents itself as a quasi-chaos 
through which one can pass out ol an initial term in many directions 
and yet end in the same terminus, moving from next to next by a great 
many possible paths. · 

Elther one of these paths might be a functional substitute for an· 
other, and to follow one rather than another might on occasion be an 
advantageous thing to do. As a matter of fac-t, and in a general way, 
the paths that run through conceptual experiences, that is, through 
'thoughts' or 'ideas' that 'know' the things in which they ter'?ina~e, are 
highly advantageous paths to follow. Not only do they y•eld moon· 
ceivably rapid transitions; but, owing to the 'uni~ersal' chara~~r60 
which they frequently possess, and to their capacity for assoc•a~Ion 
with one another in great systems, they outstrip the tardy consecutlons 
of the things themselves, and sweep us on towards o~r ultimat_e ter
mini in a far more labor-saving way than the followmg of trams of 
sensible perception ever could. Wonderful are the new cuts and. t~e 
short-circuits which the thought-paths make. Most thought-paths, 1t JS 
true, are substitutes for nothing actual; they end outside the real world 
altogether, in wayward fancies, utopias, fictions or mistakes. But 
where they do re-enter reality and terminate therein, we substitute 
them always; and with these substitutes we pass the greater number of 
our hours. 

This is why I called our experiences, taken all together, a quasi
chaos. There is vastly more discontinuity in the sum total of expen· 
ences than we commonly suppose. The objective nucleus of every 
man's experience, his own body, is, it is true, a contin~ous pe~cept; 
and equally continuous as a percept (though we may be 1natlen11ve to 
it) is the material environment of that body, changing by gra~oal 
transition when the body moves. But the distant parts of the phy~1cal 
world are at all times absent (rom us, and form conceptual obJects 
merely, into the perceptual reality of which ~ur life inse~s i~self at 
points discrete and relatively rare. Round th_e•r several obJecl!ve n~· 
clci, partly shared and common and partly discrete, of the real physi
cal world, innumerable thinkers, pursuing their several lines of phys
ically true cogitation, trace pnths that intersect one an.other only at 
discontinuous perceptual points, and the rest of the lime are q01te 
incongruent; and around all the nuclei of shared 'reality,' as around 

G~ Of which all that need be snid in this essay is thnt il also cnn be concci\'ed 
:ts funetionaJ, and defined in terms of transitions. or of the pos,ibility of 5.uch. 
[Cf. Principlts of Psy~hology, vol. 1, pp. 473-4&0, vol. II, pp. 337- 340; Pragma
tism, below. p. 459; Somt Probltms of Philosophy, below. pp. 23?-243; Mtan· 
ing of Trutlt , pp. 246-247, clc. ED.) 
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the Dyak's head of my late metaphor, floats the vast cloud of experi
ences that are wholly subjective, that are non-substitutional, that find 
not even an eventual ending for themselves in the pereep1ual world
the mere day-dreams and joys and sufferin•s and wishes of the indi 
vidual minds. These exist with one another"' indeed nnd with the ob-. . ' , 
JCCtive nuclei, but out of them it is probable that tO all etcrnitv no 
interrelated system of any kind will .ever be made. • 

. , This. notion of the pure I~. substitutional or conceptual physical 
110rld brmgs us to the most cnucal of all the steps in the development 
of a ~hilosophy of pure experience. The paradox of self-1ranscend· 
eney m knowledge comes back upon us here, but I think that our 
nouons of pure e-xperience and of substitution, and our radicallv em
pirical view of conjunctive transitions, are De11kmitte/ that will' carry 
us safely through the pass. 

V. WHAT OBJECTIVE REFERENCE IS 

Wl~osocver f~els his expr:rience to be something substitutional even 
While he has 1t, may be satd to have an experience that reaches bevond 
!tsel(. _F~om inside of its own entity it says 'more,' and postulates 'real
tty extshng elsewhere. For the transcendentalist, who holds knowine 
to ~onsist in a sa/to .n~orto/e across an 'epistemological chasm, • such 
~n Ide~ prcsen_ts no diffic~l~y; but _it seems at fim sight as if it might be 
mconststent wnh an emplflc~sm hke our own. Have we not explained 

, th~t conceptual knowledge IS made such wholly by the ex istence of 
C~mgs that .fall outside of the knowing experience itself- by interme
dia.ry experoences and by a terminus that fulfils? Can the knowledge be 
!here before these elements that constitute its being have come? And, 
If knowledge be not there, how can objective reference occur'/ 

_The key to this difficulty lies in the distinction between knowing as 
venfied and completed, and the same knowing as in transit and on its 
way. To r~ur to the Memorial Hall example lately used, it is only 
when our tdea of the Hall has actuall y terminated in the percept that 
we know 'for certain' that from the beginning it was truly cognitive of 
that. Until established by the end of the process, its quality of know
ing that, or indeed of knowing anything, could still be doubted; and 
yet the knowing really was there, as the. result now shows. We were 
~irtua/ knowers of the Hall long before we were certified to have been 
Its actual knowers, by the percept's retroactive validating power. Just 
so we are 'mortal' a.ll the time, by reason o[ the virtuality of tbe inevi
table event which will make us so when 1t shall have come. 

Now t~e i_mmensely greater part of all our knowing never gets 
beyond tlus virtual stage. ft never is completed or nailed down. T 
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speak not merelv of our ideas of imperceptiblcs like ether·\~aves o~ 
dissoeiated 'ions:• or of 'ejects' like the. eonten~s o.f our ne.gbbor~ 
minds; 1 speak also of ideas which we nug.ht venfy 1f ~e would take 
the trouble, but which we hold for true although un~enmnated pc_rc~p
tually, because nothing says 'no' to us, and there. 1S no cont~ad•~ung 
truth in sight. To continue thi11ki11g Ullchallenged ss, " !"ety·111ne 11111es 
ow of 0 /umdred, our practical substitute for. k11owmg I!' tl~e com: 
pleted se11se. As each experience runs b~ cogn~hvc transition •.nto tlt: 
next one, and we nowhere feel a colhston with what we elsc,~herc 
count as truth or fact, we commit ourselves to the current as t( the 
port were sure. We live, as it were, upon ~he front e~ge ~! an ~d,·anc
ing wave-crest, and our sense of a determmate direcllo~ m f~lhng f~r
ward is all we cover of the future of our path. It is as 1( a dtffere~1ual 
quotient should be conscious and treat itself as an a.dequate ~u~shtute 
for a traced-out cuf\e. Our expericJlce, inter .a!ia, ts of vanat1~ns of 
rate and of direction, and lives in these tcanstt•ons ~ore than m the 
journey's end. The experiences o{ tendency arc suf!icJ.ent to act upon 
- what more could we have done at those moments even if the later 
verification comes complete? 

This is what, as a radical empiricist, I say to the charge th~t the 
objective reference which is so llagrant a ch~r:acter of ~ur e~pcnenc~s 
involves a chasm and a mortal leap. A posJttvely COnJ~n_ctwe transi
tion involves neither chasm nor leap. Bemg the very ong.mal of what 
we mean by continuity, it makes a continuum ~hcrever 11 ,appears. I 
know full well that such brie! words as these will leave the hardene~ 
transcendentalist unshaken . Conjunctive experiences separare thetr 
terms he will still say: they arc third things in~erposed, that have 
thcm;clves to be conjoined by new links, and ~o mvokc the~1 .makes 
our trO\tblc infinitely worse. To 'feel' our monon .forward ts tmpos: 
siblc. Motion implies terminus; and how can termmus be felt before 
we have arrived? The barest start and sally forwards, the barest ~end· 
eney to )(.'ave the instant, involves the chasm and the lea~. C~nJune
tive transitions are the most su.perficial o~ appearan.ces, tllustons of 
our sensibility which philosophical r~flectton pulvenzes .at a touch~ 
Conception is our only trustworthy mst~men~. concepnon an~ thv 
Absolute working hand in hand. Conception dJsmt.egnltes cxpenence 
utterly, but its disjunctions arc easily overcome agatn when the Abso-
lute takes up the task. . . . 

Such transcendentalists I must leave, provtstonally a~ lei\St, ID. ruu 
possession of their crccd,oo I have no. sp~ce fo~ r.olcnncs tn th~s art:cl.e: 
so 1 shall simply formulate the ~mpmc1st doctrme as my hypothvsts: 
leaving it to work or not work as tt m~ )'. . . ' 

Objective reference, I say then, tS an tnctdent of the fact that s~ 
~ (Cf. below, pp. 214 ff.) 
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much o! our experience comes as an insufficient and consists of proc
ess and . transition. Our fields o( experience have no more definite 
boundanes than have our fields of view. Both are fringed forever by a 
more tha~ continuously develops, and that continuously supersedes 
them as hfe proceeds. The relations, generally speaking, are as real 
here as ~he terms are, and the only complaint of the transcenden talist's 
with. whtch I could at all sympathize would be his charge that, by first 
makmg knowledge to consist in external relations as I have done and 
'by then co.nfessing that nine-tenths of the time these arc not actually 

only vJrtually there, I have knocked the solid bottom out of the 
bus~ness, and palmed off a substitute of knowledge for the 

!genuine thmg. Only the. admission, such a critic might say, that our 
are selt-transcendent and ' true' already, in advance or the experi
'that a~e to t.er~ioate. t~em, c~n bring solidity back to knowledge 

a world hke th1s, m whtcn transtl!Ons and terminations are only by 
(cxccpti<on fulfilled. 

seems to me an excellent place for applying the pragmatic 
IDI<~tnou. When a dispute arises, that methpd consists in auguring what 
lor:aeriie•l consequences would be different if one side rather than the 

were true. If no difference can be thought of, the dispute is a 
JQuarr.el ~ver words. What then would the self-transcendency affirmed 

extst tn advance o! all experiential mediation or termination, be 
(krro•m,as? What would it practically result in for us, were it true? 

It could only result in our orientation, in the turning of ou r expec-
11at110ns and practical tendencies into the right path; and the rieht path 

so long as we and the object are not yet {ace to face v( or can 
&et face to f~cc, as in the case of ejects), would be the path that 

us. toto t~e ObJeCt's nearest neighborhood. Where direct a·cquaint
ts lackmg, 'knowledge about' is the next best thing. and 1111 ac-

l:i''~"""'"~" with what actually lies about the object, and is most 
related to it, puts such knowledge within our grasp. Ether

). l~•av•es and your anger, for example, are things in which my thouchts 
never perceptually terminate, but my concepts of them lead m~ to 

very brink, to the chromatic Crinecs and to the hurtful words 
deeds which are their really next effe~ts. 
Even if our ideas did in themselves carry the postulated self

: ~u•·an:sceln<J(:ncy, it would still remain true that their putting us into pas
effects would be rise sole cash-value of the self-

l'a'rsc•ma:e"•')' /c>r us. And this cash-value, it is ne.edless to say, is 
~erl>afi .. m. what our empiricist account pays in, On pragma

pnnctples therefore, a dispute over self-transcendency is a pure 
DC>l;ontachy. Call our concepts of ejective things self-transcendent or 

reverse, it makes no difference, so long as we don't differ about the 
tfn111ure of that exalted vinue's fruits-fruits for us, or course, human-
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istic fruits. If an Absolute were proved to exist for other reasons, it 
might well appear that his knowledge is terminated in innumerable 
eases where ours is still incomplete. That, however, would be a fact 
indifferent to our knowledoe. The latter would grow neither worse nor 

0 h' better whether we acknowled2ed such an Absolute or left •m out. . . ... . .. 
So the notion of a knowledge stiU ill transitu and on 1ts way JOins 

hands here with that notion o! a 'pure experience' which I tried to 
explain in my (essay] entitled 'Does Consciousness Exist?' The in
stant field of the present is always experience i~ its 'p~re' s~ate, pl~in • 
unqualified actuality, a simple that, as yet undtfferenliated mto thing!! 
and thoujlht, and only virtually classifiable as objective !.act or as :1l 
some ones opinion about fact. This is as true ~.he,n the ~~ld 1s c.oncep-: 
tual as when it is perceptual. ·~emonal Hall 1s there .m my tdea ~s, ! 
much as when I stand before 11. I proceed to act on 1ts account m;; 
either case. Only in the later experience that supersedes the present·: 
one is this naif immediacy retrospectively split into two parts, a 'con-1· 
sciousness' and its 'conte.nt,' and the content corrected or confinned. 
While still pure, or present, any experience- mine, for example, of 
what I write about in these very lines-passes for 'truth.' The morrow 
may reduce it to 'opinion.' The transcendentalist in all his particular· 
know ledges is as liable to this reduction as. I am: his Absolute d~ 
not save him. Why, then, need he quarrel w1th an account o( lcnOWIIlg 
that merely leaves it liable to this inevitable condi tion? Why insist 
that knowing is a static relation out of time when it practicallr seems 
so much a function of our active life? For a thing to be valid, says 
Lotze, is the same as to make itself valid. When the whole universe 
seems only to be making itself valid and to be still incomplete (else· 
why its ceaseless changing?) why •. of _all things, should kno.wing be: 
exempt? Why should it not be makmg lts.elf valld .hke everythm~ else?· 
That some parts of it may be already valid or venfied beyond d1spute; 
the empirical philosopher, of course, like any one else, may always 
hope. 

VI. THE CONTERMINOVSNESS 
OF DIFFERENT MINDS" 

With transition and prospect thus enthroned in pure experience, i_t is 
impossible to subscribe to the idea!i~m o! the English sc.hool. Radu;al 
empiricism has, in fact, more affimttes w1th natural realism than w1th 
the views of Berkeley oro! Mill, and this can be easily shown. 

For the Derkelcyan school, ideas (the verbal equivalent of what I 
term experiences) are discontinuous. The content of each is wholly 

., (Cf. "How Two Minds Can Know One Thing," below, pp. 227-232.] 
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immanent, and there are no transitions with which they are consub
stantial and through which their beings may unite. Your Memorial 
Hall and mine, even when both are percepts, arc wholly out of con
nection with each other. Our liv~ are a congeries or solipsisms, out of 
which in strict logic only a God could compose a universe even of 
discourse. No dynamic currents run between my objects and your ob
jects. Never can our minds meet in the same. 

The incredibility of such a philosophy is Oagrnnt. It is 'cold, 
strained, and unnatural' in a supreme degree; and it may be doubted 
whether even Berkeley himself, who took it so religiously, really be
lieved, when walking through the streets of London, that his spirit and 
the spirits of his fellow wayfarers had absolutely different towns in 
view. 

To me the 'decisive reason in favor of our minds meeting in some 
common objects at least is that, unless I make that supposition, I have 
no motive for assuming that your mind exists at all. Why do I postu
late your mind? Because I see your body acting in a certain way. Its 
gestures, facial movements, words and conduct generally, are 'expres
sive,' so I deem it actuated as my own is, by an inner life like mine. 
This argument {rom analogy is my reason, whether an instinctive be
lief runs before it or not. But what is 'your body' here but a percept in 
my field? It is only as animating that object, my object, that I have 
any occasion to think of you at all. If the body that you actuate be not 
the very body that I see there, but some duplicate body of your own 
with which that has nothing to do, we belong to different universes, 
you and I, and for me to speak of you is folly. Myriads of such uni
verses even now may coexist, irrelevant to one another; my conccm is 
solely with the universe with which my own life is connected, 

In that perc:ptual part of my universe which I call your body, 
your mind and my mind meet and may be called conterminous. Your 
mind actuates that body and mine sees it; my thoughts pass into it as 
into their harmonious cognitive fulfilment; your emotions and voli
tions pass into it as causes into their elfects. 

But that perc.ept hangs together with all our other physical per
cepts. They are of one stuff with it; and if it be our common posses
sion, they must be so likewise. For instance, your hand lays hold of 
one end of a rope and my hand lays hold of the other end. We pull 
against each other. Can our two hands be mutual objects in this expe
rience, and the rope not be mutual also? What Is true of the rope is 
true o( any other percept. Your objects are over and over again the 
same as mine. If I ask you where some object of yours is, our old 
Memorial Hall, for example, you point to my Memorial Hall with 
yo11r hnnd which I see. If you alter an object in yo11r world, put out a 
candle, for example, when I am present, my candle ipso facto goes 
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out. It is only as altering my objects that I guess you to exist. 11 you r 
objects do not coalesce with my objects, if they be not identically 
where mine are, they must be proved to be positively somewhere else. 
But no other location can be assigned for them, so their place must be 
what it seems to be, the same.os 

Practically, then, our minds meet in a world of objects which they 
share in common, which would still be there, if one or several of the 
minds were destroyed. I can see no formal objection to this supposi
tion's being literally true. On the principles which I am defending, a 
'mind' or 'personal consciousness' is the name for a series of eJtperi
ences run together by certain definite transitions, and an objective re
ality is a series of similar experiences knit by different tran~itions. If 
one and the same experience can figure twice, once in a mental and 
once in a physical context (as I have tried, in my article on 'Con
sciousness,' to show that it can), one docs not see why it might not 
figure thrice, or four times, or any number of times, by running into as 
many different mental contexts, just as the same point, lying at their 
intersection, can be continued into many different lines. Abolishing 
any number of contexts would not destroy the experience itself or its 
other contexts, any more than abolishing some of the point's linear 
continuations would destroy the others, or destroy the point itself. 

I well know the subtle dialectic which insists that a term taken in 
another relation must needs be an intrinsicaUy different term. The 
crux is always the old Greek one, that the same man can't be tall in 
relation to one neighbor, and short in relation to anothe.r, for that 
would make him tall and short at once. In this essay I can not stop to 
refu te this dialectic, so I pass on, leaving my !lank for the time ex· 
posed.6 ' But if my reader will only allow that the same 'now' both 
ends his past and begins his future; or that, when he buys an acre of 
land from his neighbor, it is the same acre that successively figures in 
the two estates; or that when I pay him a dollar, the same dollar-goes 
into his pocket that came out of mine; he will also in consistency have 
to allow that the same object may conceivably play a part in , as being 
related to the rest of, any number of otherwise entirely different minds. 
1l1is is enough for my present point: the common-sense notion o( 
minds sharing the snme object offers no special logical or epistemo
logical difficulties ol its own; it stands or falls with the general pos
sibility of things being in conjunctive relation with other things at all. 

In principle, then, let natural realism pass for possible. Your mind 
and mine may terminate in the same percept, not merely against it, as 
if it were a third external thing; but by inserting themselves into it and 

Ga The notion that our objects arc inside of our re5pc~ti\'C heads ts not sed~ 
ousll defensible, so I pass it by. 

• [The argument is resumed below, pp. 218fT. Ev.] 
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coalescing \\~th it, for such is the sort of conjunctive union that ap
pears to be experienced when a perceptual terminus 'fulfils.' Even so, 
two hawsers may embrace the same pile, and yet neither one of them 
touch any other part except that pile, of what the other hawser is 

: attached to. 
It is therefore not a formal question, but a question of empirical 

fact solely, whether, when you and I are said to know the 'same' Me
morial Hall, our minds do terminate at or in a numerically identical 
percept. Obviously, as a plain matter of fact, they do 110t: Apart from 
color-blindness and such possibilities, we sec the Hall in different per
spectives. You may be on one side of it and I on another. The percept 
of each of us, as he sees the surface of the Hall, is moreover only his 
p~ovisional terminus. The next thing beyond my percept is not your 
mind, but mor~ percepts of my own into which my first percept devel
ops, tbe interior of the Hall, for instance, or the inner structure o( its 
bricks and mortar. If our minds were in a literal sense conterminous, 
neither could get beyond the percept which they bad in common, it 
would be an ultimate barrier between them- unless indeed they 
flowed over it and became 'co-conscious' over a still large r part of 
their content, which (thought-transference apart) is not supposed to 
be the case. In point of fact the ultimate common barrier can always 
be pushed, by both minds, farther than any actual percept of either, 
until at last it resolves itself into the mere notion of imperceptible& like 
atoms or ether, so that, where we do terminate in percepts, our knowl
edge is only speciously completed, being, in theoretic strictness, only a 
virtual knowledge of those remoter objects which conception carries 
out. 

Is natural realism, permissible in logic, refuted then by- empirical 
fact? Do our minds have no object in common after all? 

Yes, they certainly have Space in common. On pragmatic princi
ples we are obliged to predicate sameness wherever we can predicate 
no assignable point of difference. If two named things have every 
quality and function indiscernible, and are at the same time in the 
same place, they must be written down as numerically one thing under 
two different names. But there is no test discoverable, so far as J 
know, by which it can be shown that the place occupied by your per

' cept of Memorial Hall differs from the place occupied by mine. The 
I percepts themselves may be shown to differ; but if each of us be asked 

to point out where his percept is, we point to an identical spot. All the 
relations, whether geometrical or causal, of the Hall originate or ter
minate in that spot wherein our hands meet, and where each of us 
begins to work if he wishes to make the Hall change bclore th~ other's 
eyes. Just so it is with our bodies. That body of yours which you 
actuate and feel from within must be in the same spot as the body of 
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yours which I see or touch from without. 'There' for me means where 
I place my linger. lf you do not feel my finger's contact to be 'there' in 
my sense, when I place it on your body, where then do you feel it? 
Your inner actuations of your body meet my linger there: it .is th~rc 
that vou resist its push, or shrink back, or sweep the finger as1dc w1th 

. your' hand. Whatever farther knowledge either of us may acquire of 
the real constitution of the body which we thus feel, you from within 
and I from without, it is in that same place that the newly conceived 
or perceived constituents have to be located, and it is tlrroug/1 that 
spac-e that your and my mental intercourse with each other has always 
to be carried on, by the mediation of impressions which I convey 
thither, and of the reactions thence which those impressions may pro
voke from you. 

In aeneral tem1s, then, whatever differing contents our minds may 
eventu~lly fill a place with, the place itself is a numerically identical 
content of the two minds, a piece of common property in which, 
through which, and over which t11ey join. T he receptacle of certain of 
our e.~periences being thus common, the experiences themselves might 
some day become common also. If that day ever did come, our 
thoughts would terminate in a complete empirical identity, there 
would be an end, so far as those experiences went, to our discussions 
about trmh. No points of difference appearing, they would have to 
count as the same. 

Till . CONCLUSION 

With this we have the outlines of a philosophy of pure experience 
before us. At the outset of my essay, .I called it a mosaic philosophy. 
In actual mosaics the pieces arc held together by their bedding, for 
which bedding the Substances, transcendental Egos, or Absolutes of 
other philosophies may be take11 to stand. In radical empiricism there 
is no bedding; it is as if the pieces clung together by their edges, the 
transitions experienced between them forming their cement. Of course 
sucb a metaphor is misleading, for in actual experience the more sub· 
stantive and the more transitive parts run into each other continu
ously, there is in ~teneral no separateness needing to be overcome by 
an external cement; and whatever separateness is actually experienced 
is not overcome, it stays and coun ts as separateness to the end. But 
the metaphor serves to svmbolizc the fact thnt Experience itself, taken 
at large, can grow by its ~dges. T hat one moment of it proliferates into 
the next by transitions which, whether conjunctive or disjunctive, con
tinue the experiential tissue, can not, r contend, be denied. Life is in 
the uansitions as much as in the terms connected; o{ten, indeed, it 
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seems ~o be there mo~c en~phatically, as if our spurts and sallies for
ward \\ere th~ real finng-lme of the battle, were like the thin line of 
flame advnncmg acr?ss . the ~ ry . autumnal fi~ld which the farmer pro
ceeds to bum. In th1s !me we hve prospecttvc!y as well as retrospec
ltvel~. It !s 'o~· :b: r ,ast, inasmuch as it comes expressly as the past's 
~ntmuatton; II 1s of the future in so far as the future, when it comes, 
WJU have continued it. 

:rhese relati.ons of co~t~nuous transition experienced are what 
make our. ex!Jencnces co~ntuvc. In the simplest and completest cases 
th~ expenenccs are cogn1IIVC of one another. When one of them ter
~~~n.a~es a previous series .of them wit~ a sense of fulfilment, it, we say, 
IS wh.tt .those. other expenen~~ 'had m view.' The knowledge, in such 
a case, IS vcnlied; the tnuh IS salted down.' Mainly however we Jive 
o~ speculative investments, or on our prospects o~lv. But llving on 
tlung~ in pos~·e 'is .as g?od as living in the actual, so long as our credit 
reman~s good. It IS ev1dent that for the most part it is good, and that 
the umverse seldom protests our drafts. · 

. I.n this sense we at every moment can continue to believe in an 
eXJSung beyond. It is only in special cases that our confident rush 
forward getS rebuked. The beyond must, of course, always in our phi
losophy be Itself of an experiential nature. If not a future experience 

, of our ow? or;t present one of our neighbor, it must be a thing in itself 
Ita Dr. Prmce s and Professor Strong's sense of the term- that is it 
must be an experience for itself whose relation to other things 'we 
translate. into the action of molecules, ether-waves, or whatever else 
the ph.ysJcal s~n~~ls may be.'" This opens the chapter of the relations 
of rad1cal empmc1sm to panpsychism, into which I can not enter now." 

The beyond can in any case exist simultaneously-for it con be 
expcnenced to have existed simultaneously- with the experience that 
pracu~all~· postul.atcs. it by loo~in~ in its direction, or by turning or 
chao~mg ~n the dtrecuon of wh1ch It IS the goal. Pcndina that actualitv 
~·on, 1~ the virtuality of whi~h the 'truth,' even no\;, or the postu'

latton cons1sts, the be~o~d and tiS knower are entities split off from 
~ach other. The w<_>rld IS 1n so far forth a plu ralism of which the unity 
IS ~ot fully expcnenced as yet. But, as fast as verifications come, 
trams of .expcrience, once separate, run into one another; and that is 
why [ sa1d, ·earlier in my article, that the unity of the world is on the 

-
10 Our minds and these ejeetive realities would s1UI have space (or pseudo-

rp~-ce. ~s I beUe\o'c Professor Scrong calls rbe mtdium of interaction between 
Cllmgs-Jn-themsclves•) jn common. These would exbr where and btgin to act 
~here. we loc~te the moJeculcs, etc ., nnd where we percel\•; the sensible phe. 

expla~nc<l thereby. [Cf. ~·iortoo Prince: The Nnturc <Jf 111ind, am/ f/u
A.ruomaltsm. part r, cb, m, tv; C. A. Stron~: JV/:l.· tht: Jtfind lias u Bod)' 

XII.] ' ' ' 

"(Cf. below, p. 291; pp. 529-SSI.J 
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whole undergoing increase. The universe continually grows in quan
tity by new experiences that graft themselves upon the older mass; but 
these very new experiences often help the mass to a more consolidated 
form. 

These arc tl1c main features of a philosophy of pure experience. [t 
h:JS innumerable other aspects and arouses innumerable questions, 
but the points I have touched on seem enough to make an entering 
wedge. fn my own mind such a philosophy harmonizes best with a 
radical pluralism, with novelty and indeterminism, moralism and 
theism, and with the 'humanism' lately sprung upon us by the Ox
ford and the Chicago schools.'2 I can not, however, be sure that all 
these doctrines arc its necessary and indispensable allies. It presents 
so many points of difference, both from the common sense and from 
the idealism that have made our philosophic language, that it is al
most as difficult to state it as it is to think it ou t clearly, and if it is 
ever tO grow into a respectable system, it wlll have to be built up by 
the contributions of many co-operating minds. It seems to me, as I 
said at the outset o[ this essay, that many minds are, in point of ract, 
now turning in a direction that points towards radical empiricism. If 
they arc carried rarther by my words, and i[ then they add their 
stronger voices to my feebler one, the publication or this essay will 
have been worth while . 

THE THING AND ITS RELATIONS*;3 

Experience in its immediacy seems perfectly fluent. The active sense 
of living which we all enjoy, before reflection shatters our instinctive 
world for us, is self-luminous and suggests no paradoxes. Its difficul
ties arc disappointments and uncertainties. They are not intellectual 
contradictions. 
. When the reflective intellect gets at work, howe•-er, it discovers 
incomprehensibilities in the flowing process. Distinguishing its ele-

7:t I have said something of this J:;t:tter nllinnec in an article entitled 'Human· 
ism and Truth.' in Mir.d, October. 1904. (Reprinted in Tht Mtaning of Truth, 
pp. 51-101.] 

* From: E.R.E., 9:!-122. 
"• (Repcintcd from Tl" Journal of f/:ilosopli )", Psycl:olog)". and Scientific 

lv/ctllads; vol. n, No. 2, Januar}·l9~ 1905. R~frintcd nlso n$ Appendix A in A 
Pluralisllc Universe, pp. 347-369. The amhor s CQrrections have been adopted 
in the present text. Eu.] 


